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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

With the world going digital, it is no surprise that payments too have 

jumped on the digital bandwagon, riding the wave of innovations in 

technology. In 2019, total digital transaction the world over was about 
1710 billion, with a market share growth of 14% from the previous year . 

Along with a boom in technology and widespread use of handheld devices, 

digital payments have also benefitted from solid value proposition and 

supportive regulations. India has paced ahead in the digital payments 

space, emerging as a global leader in innovative solutions to scale 

payment systems. In the five years until FY 2018-19, the volume of digital 

payments in India surged at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
261%, according to a study by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) ; CAGR in the 

value of payments during this period was 19%. Although, cash is still king in the country, with the ratio of the 

value of ATM cash withdrawals to GDP being about 17%,  it is evident from the lower CAGR in value (10%) and 

volume (9%) of cash withdrawals in this period that digital payments are finding more acceptance.

The digital payments surge in the country is as much driven by convenience for consumers and businesses as by 

policy measures. Digital India, demonetisation, implementation of the nationwide goods and services tax (GST) 

and the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana have all created a platform for strong digital payments growth. For 

example, transactions using the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) grew by 263% between October 2018 and 
3September 2019 . It is evident from the way banks, non-banking financial companies (NBFCs) and fintech 

entities are driving the digital wave through financial inclusion in the remotest corners of the country that the 

momentum is strong.

However, this is just the beginning of India’s digital payments journey. For example, cash is still the dominant 

transactional mode in the country due to the underdeveloped nature of the acceptance ecosystem for digital 

payments, low awareness, limited internet connectivity and accessibility. To push forth in the digital space for 

transactions and financial services, the need of the hour is a sustained and collaborative regulatory framework 

aimed at creating a vast and inclusive ecosystem. At its core will be creation of greater acceptance 

infrastructure for consumers and the industry, especially in underserved areas. The outlay of INR 1,500 crore 

for digital payments earmarked in the latest Union Budget is therefore a step in the right direction. 

 OVERVIEW: DIGITAL PAYMENTS ECOSYSTEM IN INDIA

 ROLE OF DIGITAL PAYMENTS DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

The COVID-19 has dented the world economy by disrupting global supply chains and international trade. 

Despite some green shoots of a recovery, economies across the globe continue to face uncertainty due to the 

pandemic’s trajectory. For certain sectors, however, the pandemic has been a shot in the arm. Digital payments, 

is one such example, with the pandemic propelling the sector forward by three to five years.

1Consultancy.uk, Global market size of digital payments industry soares, 29 October, 2020  
2
Reserve Bank of India, Assessment of the progress of digitisation from cash to electronic, 24 February, 2020  (page 3) 

3
Reserve Bank of India, Furthering Digital Payments, 08 November, 2019 
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1
 Net intent is calculated by subtracting the share (%) of respondents stating they expect to decrease shopping frequency from the share (%) of respondents stating they expect to increase shopping 

frequency.

Source: McKinsey & Company COVID-19 India Consumer Pulse Survey 5/22–5/25/2020, n = 614, sampled and weighted to match India’s general population 18+ years; McKinsey Financial Insights 

Pulse Survey, 6/10–6/30/2020, McKinsey Panorama/Ecosystems team

Indian consumers are going digital at an unprecedented 
pace and can drive a shift in underlying value pools

This is likely to accelerate certain behavioural patterns among consumers, making “digital-only” the new norm 

for financial services. The psychological impact of social-distancing measures and fears of contracting COVID-

19  are likely to continue in the near term, thereby driving the strong pace of digital acceptance. E-commerce 

companies, retailers, service providers, utilities and other businesses have also been encouraging online 

payments to facilitate remote transactions and minimise health-related risks from handling cash. According to 

data from the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI), there were 2.23 billion transactions through UPI 

in December 2020 alone. The boost in digital payments is highly evident in the above data.
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Digital payments are an example of business adaptability and innovation that are key to re-energising the 

economy in times of crisis. While the surge in digital transactions holds promise, there’s much potential still to 

unlock for the industry:

• Digitising the unserved and untouched: Almost three-fourth of the country’s population still relies on cash, 

which essentially highlights the large potential market for the industry.

• Favourable demographics: A demographic dividend in the form of a large, young population that is quick to 

adopt new technology and payments mechanisms will work in the industry’s favour.

• High rate of mobile penetration: India is expected to have 82 crore smartphones by 2022 with higher 

adoption in rural areas. This further widens the scope of growth for fintech companies in the country.

• Unlocking the market in manufacturing: Micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs), especially in 

manufacturing, have largely remained untapped by digital payments services. Digitisation of MSMEs will 

likely serve as a much-needed push for financial inclusion.

Even before COVID-19 shook up the economy, fintech companies were marching ahead, buoyed by digital 

transformation, innovations and increasing use of tools and technology such as artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, and big data analytics. The pandemic has now accelerated this change, as greater numbers of 

consumers and businesses adopt digital payments due to convenience, safety and security of such payments. 

 UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF INDIA’S DIGITAL PAYMENTS INDUSTRY

 ROLE OF STAKEHOLDERS IN ENHANCING DIGITAL PAYMENTS

Given that the digital payments industry in India is still at a nascent stage, to usher in the world’s largest digital 

payment economy will require growth led by market forces that cover financial requirements of all segments of 

society. However, apart from appreciable infrastructure and cash dominance, there are still constraints for the 

industry, including low internet penetration and high installation cost of point-of-sale (PoS) machines. 

Therefore, there is need for support through business and consumer-centric government policies with the 

industry too having a role to play in encouraging digital payments adoption.

• Support the public in 

enhancing digital 

acceptance infrastructure 

with focus on underserved 

population.

• Innovative digital payments 

solutions at affordable 

prices.

• Support to government to 

promote digital literacy in 

rural areas. 

• Enhance acceptance 

infrastructure through 

initiatives such as the 

Payments Infrastructure 

Development Fund (PIDF).

• Promote digital literacy for 

underserved population. 

• Encourage collaboration 

with industry to promote 

innovation and payments 

security.

• Standardise and improve 

interoperable QR codes.

• Incentivise merchants 

through tax benefits to 

promote digital payments.

• Formulate policies to 

improve digital 

infrastructure and 

connectivity. 

• Implement guidelines in 

order to empower 

customers through 

redressal mechanisms.

Industry Government

Reserve Bank of India
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 MERCHANT DISCOUNT RATE IN INDIA

Merchant Discount Rate (MDR) is a charge or fee imposed on merchants by banks to accept payments from 

their customers through credit and debit cards. When a payment is made at a merchant PoS, MDR is payable by 

the merchant to the bank. MDR is a crucial element to drive and create a sustainable digital payments model. It 

incentivises different players involved in the digital payments ecosystem to devise and deploy innovative 

technologically advanced products. Such innovations not only provide convenience, ease and security to 

consumers but also enable them to contribute significantly towards India’s financial inclusion journey.

Digital payments in any B2C transaction involve a number of intermediaries. These include merchants, issuing 

banks, acquirer banks, payments networks/schemes and the payment service providers. Each of these 

intermediate parties take on additional costs to enable such payments, which are offset to an extent by certain 

fees that they receive pursuant to such digital payments. 

In the payments ecosystem and digital transactions, MDR plays an instrumental role in running businesses. It is 

crucial to sustain payments infrastructure and services, which in turn, encourages global e-commerce. MDR 

constitutes a major source of revenue for industry players, which in effect, come up with new and innovative 

solutions to bring the underserved population into the sphere of digital financial inclusion.

Pricing and price structures that include interchange fees or an MDR are a relevant and crucial aspect since they 

play a role in bringing both sides of the market (banks and merchants) on board to promote growth of digital 

payments. It creates an incentive for issuers to encourage its wider adoption while the merchants pass the 

benefits to consumers in exchange of higher customer retention or revenue. However, the government has 

identified MDR as point of resistance for merchants to adopt digital payments.

 Relevance of MDR

Ensure wider adoption of plastic 

currecy. MDR incentivises banks to 

install more PoS machines, leading 

to wider adoption of digital 

payments.

Major revenue stream for the digital 

payments industry, which is already 

impacted due to the ongoing 

COVID-19 crisis.

Provide encouragement to industry 

players to come up with new and 

innovative solutions to cater to the 

underserved population.

Consumers are the major beneficiaries of MDR. Payment security, 

convenience and fraud prevention are some of the major advantages. MDR 

makes it possible for issuers to provide unimited benefits to consumers. If the 

industry doesn’t invest in the infrastructure, fraud levels will increase and 

security could be compromised.

Create a strong and sustainable 

business model which leads to 

higher foreign investment while 

facilitating innovation through 

healthy competition.

The Watal Committee Report and the Nilekani Committee Report acknowledged that MDR is essential for sustained 

growth of the industry. While the Watal Committee believes that the fee should be market-driven, the Nilekani 

Committee suggests that a standing committee of the RBI review the rate periodically. 
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 DECIPHERING MDR: IMPACT ON DIGITAL FINANCIAL INCLUSION

The MDR is typically split between the issuing bank, card networks, payment gateways service providers, 

payment switch providers and the acquiring banks. The MDR is based on each transaction and has been cited as 

a source of revenue of many PSO/PA companies. Different players in the digital payment ecosystem contribute 

in their own way in financial inclusion, and the zero-MDR provision adversely impacts their efforts and core 

business models. 

 Zero MDR Policy and Its Impact

Policy Development

• The Government of India announced the provision of zero MDR in July 2019. The provision 

came into effect from January 2020. 

• Business establishments with an annual turnover of over INR 50 crore shall offer low-cost 

digital modes of payments such as BHIM, UPI, QR code and Aadhaar Pay as well as certain debit 

cards, NEFT or RTGS transactions to customers. No charges or MDR shall be levied on either the 

customers or the merchants.

• The RBI and banks will absorb these costs from the savings that will accrue to them on 

account of handling less cash as people move to these digital modes of payments.

Impact:

• Almost one year down the line, industry sentiments suggest that the intent of the government 

notwithstanding, the move has not met minimum expectations. 

• This is due to a fact that the zero MDR provision has left the acquiring banks, payment services 

providers and other key stakeholders of the digital payments ecosystem without any business and 

revenue model. 

• On one hand, non-bank payment service providers are struggling to sustain their businesses and on 

the other hand, the provision to absorb MDR costs has affected the profitability of acquiring banks 

which play a major role in expanding the acceptance infrastructure.

• Start-ups have been impacted, as they are left with no business and revenue model, while customers 

are deprived of credit period and discount deals.

• Card payments 
generate revenue 
from the fees paid by 
merchants. The bank 
that issues the card 
and the bank 
acquiring the 
merchant get the 
major share of 
revenue, while the 
network providers get 
a very small share. 
This profitability 
essentially 
incentivises banks to 
increase PoS coverage 
across the country. 
Hence, MDR acts as a 
strong instrument for 
banks to promote 
financial inclusion.

• Interchange fees 

provide payment 

companies a suitable 

amount which covers 

the eligible costs they 

incur during 

processing and 

authentication of 

payment transactions. 

It also incentivises 

such companies to 

develop better and 

cheaper payments 

solutions to improve 

customer experience. 

PSPs

• MDR essentially 

incentivises banks to 

promote digital 

payments among 

merchants. Digital 

payments enable 

merchants to reduce 

significant costs 

associated with 

counting, 

safeguarding and 

transporting cash 

while limiting the 

losses that occur 

when cash received is 

lost or stolen. In 

addition, merchants 

get benefit from 

guaranteed payments, 

increased sales and 

fraud protected 

payments processes.

Merchants

• MDR also indirectly 

delivers major 

benefits to 

consumers. It enables 

issuers to provide 

consumers with 

various exclusive 

offers and cashback. It 

ensures convenience 

and safety of payment 

methods undertaken 

by customers. This 

essentially makes 

customers digitally 

aware and promotes 

the government's goal 

to create a "cashless 

India".

CustomersBanks
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 GROWTH IN DIGITAL PAYMENTS POST ZERO MDR

After abolishing MDR, the government notified the prescribed modes of payment as RuPay debit cards and 

BHIM-UPI. This step undertaken by the government was with the right intention but in the wrong direction. The 

zero MDR rule has drastically impacted the country’s digital payments industry.

CHAPTER II: IMPACT OF ZERO MDR ON 
PAYMENTS INDUSTRY

Payment Modes and Channels

Month Volume (Lakh)

2020

Debit Card Payments

January 4637.19

February 4381.77

March 3716.28

April 2095.30

May 2723.30

Payment Modes and Channels

Volume (Lakh)

BHIM-UPI

October 2019 11483

November 2019 12187

December 2019 13083

January 2020 13049

February 2020 13256

March 2020 12468

Month                      RuPay Card usage at PoS

                              Volume (Lakh)

2019 2020

January 502.8 803.5

February 486.2 744.0

March 564.3 598.5

April 581.2 215.2

May 610.1 369.1

June 607.6 488.1

Month                   RuPay Card usage at (eCom) 

                               Volume (Lakh)

2019 2020

January 432.7 600.8

February 418.7 571.6

March 540.8 568.6

April 564.6 510.1

May 508.9 542.4

June 513.6 521.2

Source: RBI and NPCI Retail Payment Statistics

The pandemic has provided a much-needed boost for the digital payment industry. The zero-MDR policy and 

social-distancing measures were expected to boost digital transactions. However, the negative growth trend 

was observed post the implementation of the zero-MDR policy across several transaction modes. 

RuPay card has witnessed a downward 
growth in context to PoS transactions, 
especially during the COVID-19 pandemic 
(April-June).

RuPay card usage for e-commerce also did 
not show a considerable increase in the first 
six months of 2020 as intended by the 
government.

The transactions volume of RuPay Card at 
PoS reduced to almost half at 488.1 lakh by 
June 2020, compared to 803.5 lakh in 
January 2020.

According to NPCI, RuPay card network usage 

at PoS terminals and e-commerce witnessed 

a robust growth in 2019 with an average 

growth rate of around 30-40% annually. 

However, the growth diminishes after the 

implementation of zero MDR. 

RBI data shows the reverse impact with 

digital payment transactions fall ing 

drastically. Debit card payments fell from 

4637.19 lakh transactions in January 2020 

to 2723.30 lakh transactions in May 2020. 

RBI data also shows stagnancy in the BHIM-

UPI monthly transactions. The transactions 

grew in the last quarter of 2019 (Oct-Dec) 

but then became stagnant in the first 

quarter of 2020 (Jan-Mar).
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 IMPACT OF ZERO MDR POLICY ON INDUSTRY PLAYERS

The zero-MDR policy has already had a cascading impact on innovation, investments and jobs. Additionally, it 

fuels regulatory uncertainty and disincentivises firms from introducing new products and services that 

leverage UPI and RuPay and which could possibly promote its adoption and ubiquity. The elimination of MDR 

has drastically impacted different stakeholders on various fronts. The move not only fails to achieve the policy 

objective of a cashless India but also creates adverse incentives against innovation and market competition.

 Zero MDR has removed any 

income from digital 

transactions for banks, and thus 

zeroed down any incentive for 

them to roll out infrastructure.

 Banks are supposed to absorb 

MDR, which creates a 

resistance to conduct digital 

payments.

 With zero MDR, the high cost of 

enabling digital transactions 

and preventing fraud creates a 

disincentive for banks to 

facilitate digital payments.

 There is a high possibility that 

banks can recover some of this 

cost from their fintech partners, 

thus negatively impacting all 

ecosystem players who are key 

to drive much-needed growth 

of the acceptance ecosystem.

 The move will put the digital 

payments services industry on 

the backfoot as banks may 

resist digital payments. 

 There are chances of limited 

investments in UPI 

infrastructure by industry 

players in the absence of 

margins due to zero MDR. 

 PSPs  are a significant part of 

the ecosystem. If there is no 

commercial model, it would 

become difficult for them to 

sustain operations. 

 There is a possibility that the 

biggest players and payment 

gateways will move away from 

UPI/BHIM/RuPay to pre-

existing credit card models for 

continued gains.

PSOs

 Another key aspect is the loss 

of benefits to consumers in 

terms of credit period and 

discount deals, fraud protection, 

rewards points and cashbacks 

provided by various cards and 

payment service providers 

based on MDR model.

 Consumers will get definite 

benefits, but only in limited 

number of use-cases. This is 

because large merchants 

already charge negligible MDRs 

on transactions. They can do 

this since large volumes help in 

negotiating lower MDRs.

 Consumers will get enhanced 

access and security for their 

payment transactions.

Consumers

 GLOBAL CASE STUDIES

 The government and RBI are keen to increase digital 

payments multifold and support the creation of digital 

infrastructure. However, in the current scheme of things, the 

possibility of high growth for the payments ecosystem seems 

unlikely. There is a need to realise that the digital payments 

edifice cannot be made more inclusive without incentivising 

payments players as the cost of running the payments business 

cannot be zero. Therefore, policymakers and regulators could 

derive some learnings from their Asia-Pacific counterparts who 

have implemented successful interchange fee models.

7
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With a population of 50 million and about 20 million 

households, the South Korean market is highly 

penetrated by electronic payments. Total card 

volume is almost USD 600 billion in purchases. 

• The familiar Western payments concepts of 

“issuers, acquirers, and interchange” doesn’t 

exist in South Korea as it boasts of differential 

slabs for different merchants.

• Pricing is managed by regulation. However, 

the law dictates that the discount rate for 

small merchants (less than USD 200,000 
5annual sales) cannot exceed 1.4% .

• Merchants with annual volume greater than 

USD 100 million cannot exceed 1.6% per year. 

The full amount of the regulated merchant 

discount (either 1.4% or 1.6%) goes back to the 
6issuer .

The South Korean government also introduced tax 

incentive schemes in the 1990s, promoting credit 

card use:   

• Tax rebates were offered if more than 25% of 

an individual or entity’s annual income was 

spent via credit and debit cards.

• A weekly lottery scheme based on credit card 

invoice numbers rewarded customers and 

merchants.

• It was made compulsory for businesses to 

accept card payments.

The successful implement of both the models has 

placed South Korea among the top Asian digital 

economies. 

Interchange Fee Slab Model

Innovative Tax Incentives Model

Australia is recognised as one of the most 

innovative payment markets globally. It follows a 

balanced regulatory ecosystem, which facilitates 

more digital transactions with capped interchange 

fees.

In 2003, the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) 

introduced benchmarks intended to prevent 

significant upward pressure on interchange rates 

seen in many markets. Further, RBA introduced 

interchange standards for the Electronic Funds 

Transfer at Point of Sale (EFTPOS) and Visa Debit 

systems to boost the then struggling payments 

industry. 

The evolution of the digital payments industry 

within a short span of time has force the RBA to 

provide a balanced ecosystem that would facilitate 

more digital transactions. Hence, the RBA issued 

weighted average benchmark in 2016 to regulate 

interchange fees.

• It reduced the weighted average interchange fee 

benchmark for domestic debit cards to 8 cents 

per transaction with individual interchange rates 

not exceeding 15 cents or 0.2%.

• The weighted average interchange fee 

benchmark of 0.5% for domestic credit cards 

remained, but individual rates cannot exceed 

0.8%.

This benchmarking model has led to lowering of 

MDR while bringing significant increase in digital 

transactions.

Benchmarking Interchange Fees Model

5Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, Public Authority Involvement in Payment Card Markets: Various Countries, August 2019, 
6
Allen Weinberg, The South Korean Card Market’s Fascinating Structure, 4 June 2014, 

Link

Link 
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Building New BharatCapital Inflow

Employment Generation

 INCLUSIVE APPROACH FOR RATIONALISING MDR

Due to social-distancing norms in place since March 2020, the central government and the RBI have advised 

people to use digital payments extensively. However, the zero-MDR policy has negatively impacted the 

digital payments industry since the move has left them with no commercial model to sustain or expand 

operations. On the other hand, the government had to compensate banks due to pandemic-induced 

financial stress. 

It is important to note that the NPCI is not in favour of the Zero MDR move by the government. NPCI’s MD and 

CEO Dilip Asbe has been quoted saying, “The waiver of the MDR on digital payments will slow down its 

deployment in the country. At a broad level, the payment deployment ecosystem needs a 20-25 basis point 

incentive for acquiring merchants, deploying devices and securing the systems. The NPCI is currently 

discussing the possibility of bringing back MDR with the government.” Moreover, the move is putting RuPay at 

a disadvantage, as banks currently prefer Visa/MasterCard because they can charge MDR, which is not possible 

on RuPay now.

Therefore, rationalising the existing MDR framework is imperative under the current circumstances. The 

criticality of MDR in strengthening the digital payments ecosystem cannot be stressed enough to boost digital 

acceptance infrastructure. In fact, a rationalised MDR framework would supplement efforts to achieve the 

government’s goal of 40 billion digital transactions under its Digital India initiative. 

The constitution of a working group, with representatives from banks, associations, industry players, civil 

society, think-tanks, merchant groups is thus highly recommended. The objective of this group would be to 

meet every quarter and review the development and respective changes in context of MDR. This would help 

market forces decide on MDR, which would eventually increase competition among players. 

A rationalised MDR will not only help the industry thrive with innovative and technological advanced solutions 

but also provide multifold benefits, including:

CHAPTER III: FRAMEWORK TO 
RATIONALISE MDR

India has more than 633.8 lakh registered enterprises, 

contributing to almost 45% of GDP. Out of the total enterprises, 

almost 324.88 lakh enterprises are categorised under the rural 

economy, which remains untouched from digital penetration. A 

favourable acceptance infrastructure will enable larger 

adoption rate among rural MSMEs, which would lead to a 

massive leap in the country’s financial inclusion journey.

The payments ecosystem together with the downstream 

vendors/providers, directly and indirectly, employ several lakh 

people. With a rationalised MDR structure, such jobs will get 

adequate incentives or incomes for deploying acceptance 

infrastructure, especially in rural areas. Further, this would 

create a competitive environment that would lead to better 

innovation and technological advancement in the sector.

The fintech sector has attracted significant foreign capital 

investment into India. Between January and June 2020, fintech 

investments touched USD 1.47 billion, a 60% increase over the 

corresponding period in 2019, according to MEDICI India 

Fintech Report, 2020. India has a huge potential but this can 

only be unlocked if the country offers a favourable revenue 

generation model and conducive regulatory environment for 

the industry to flourish.

Considering that three-fourths of the population, especially in 

tier IV to tier VI cities, remains digitally excluded, India has the 

potential to become the world’s largest digital economy. This 

can only be achieved by undertaking collaborative efforts both 

by the public and private sectors. A rationalised MDR model and 

initiatives such as RBI’s PIDF are the need of the hour.

Impact on MSME Segment

`
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 The government can promote a 

capped-MDR regime where it 

can introduce reduced MDR 

rates for small merchants 

similar to what RBI had done in 

Dec 2017.

 MDR rationalisation, similar to 

the South Korean model, can be 

done based on merchant 

turnover size/ annual business 

revenue, wherein a lower MDR 

is applicable to small-sized 

merchants and a slightly higher 

MDR is applicable for mid- and 

large-sized businesses.

 Introducing income tax 

incentives based on digital 

transactions for individuals. 

Similarly, GST credits for 

merchants based on the volume 

of digital payments accepted on 

purchase of their goods can be 

pursued.

 Promoting incentives for 

adopting digital payments 

among  merchants as part of 

socio-economic schemes 

similar to PM MUDRA Yojana to 

improve the popularity of digital 

payments transactions in the 

country.

 In February 2017, when MDR 

charges were waived for debit 

card transactions for all 

payments made to the 

government, the MDR cost was 

absorbed by the central 

government. A similar model 

can be devised based on a 

compensation method for 

banks to recover the lost 

revenue from MDR charges.

 Expanding scope of the recently 

established PIDF to subsidise 

the interchange fee for small or 

micro enterprises.

 SUGGESTED LONG-TERM SUSTAINABILITY MODEL

There is still a long way to go towards achieving healthy coverage of digital payments in India. This requires 

long- term commitment and investment from banks, payment processing companies and other stakeholders. 

The zero MDR move unfortunately stifles companies that are key to achieve the government’s goal of a 

cashless economy. Such intervention is therefore destabilising and discourages further investment from 

private companies.

Interestingly, multiple reports by the government and the industry, including the Watal Committee Report, 

Committee on Deepening of Digital Payments, Payment Council of India and PwC have favoured rationalising 

the MDR framework. While interchange fees may increase transaction costs on the face of it, they also serve to 

subsidise other costs involved in the building, maintenance and delivery of digital finance infrastructure. Some 

of these costs include software developer compensation, customer service charges, setting up of merchant 

distribution networks through PoS machines, operation of data centers and others. 

It is therefore imperative for the government to formulate a more rationalised MDR framework that will 

increase the sustainability of the payments model. The government can leverage learnings from its Asia-Pacific 
7counterparts such as the South Korea model , which essentially prescribes differential slabs for merchant 

income groups and provides tax incentives, or from the Australian model wherein the RBA regulates the 

interchange fees via a weighted average benchmark. Considering the priorities of the industry and the 

government, we would suggest a three-step approach, which may be adopted as a long-term measure to 

enhance digital financial inclusion in India.

7  Nupur Anand, South Korea can teach India a thing or two about digitising an economy, 01 October 2017 Link
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